SM245
Product Benefits
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MOLNAR
PART OF THE STENHØJ GROUP
REAL ASYMMETRIC HOIST WITH 45° COLUMNS.
IMPROVED DOOR OPENING ANGLE

Only 95 mm low, 3 stage arms construction (short front arms and long rear arms).

Dual positioning for Pick Up Arms:
- Arms can be parked parallel (easy and quick positioning of the pick up pads).
- Arms can be also positioned in the traditional location of one arm forward and one arm backwards
BIG AND STRONG ARM LOCKING
Locks will release automatically when the arms are at the lowest position. Red “alert” colour will indicate the operator when arms are not locked! Door protection also in the carriage.

EASY OPERATION
Lockable main switch, up/down button. Isolation switch incorporated.

DUAL HEIGHT SETTINGS AS STANDARD

POWER PACK ABOVE OPERATOR
SM245

CLEAR AND EASY TO READ OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS ATTACHED TO THE COLUMN

100MM PAD EXTENSION STANDARD WITH RACKING

BIG AND SOFT HORIZONTAL DOOR PROTECTIONS

PATENTED VERY RIGID COLUMN PROFILE
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3 YEAR MOLNAR WARRANTY

“UNIVERSAL” APPLICATION AND APPEAL

RANGE OF OPTIONS FOR ALL WORKSHOPS

CUSTOM COLOURS AVAILABLE
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New Feature for NEW SM245’s - Arm Lock Alarm
If arm lock is NOT engaged an audio alarm signal will be activated, protecting the vehicle, hoist and your staff from damage or danger.

Service Free
▷ No wearing parts

Auto-charging
▷ No power required

Patented
▷ Every single arm guarded

*Cannot be fitted or retrofitted to standard SM245. Different pricing and extended delivery times apply.
Optional extras
› Custom colours
› Single phase
› Wide / High Kit
› Longer rear arms
› Pad height extensions
› Signum Arm Lock Alarm*

Footprint
› Molnar 2 Post Hoists are designed to take up the minimal space in a workshop.
› 3245mm overall width – allowing space for walkways & safety areas
› Requiring minimal floorspace
› Molnar Hoists will contribute to an efficient profitable workshop

Summary
1 Unique double W shape patented post profile and big foot plate, provide more rigid column and smooth operation.
2 Each carriage with 8 pieces high density nylon guidance. Provide durable and smooth operation for long lasting usage.
3 High Quality ram type cylinders provide leak free / strong and stable lifting.
4 Well-designed arm length, biggest coverage for different car models from small car to large SUV vehicles (OEM approved models available under AUTOPSTENHØJ brand)
5 Full asymmetric post design allows the driver easy door opening and access to the vehicle.
6 Big and strong arm locking with colour indication for lock safety

STENHØJ Manufacturing quality
A Shot blasting treatment before powder coating and 190 degree high temperature oven provides a long lasting anti-corrosive protection
B Strong quality control during production
C All welded parts are completed in jigs to ensure maximum accuracy for all steel parts.
D All components from sub-suppliers are 100% inspected and tested before assembly, ie hydraulic cylinders.
E One hoist is installed and tested by the quality supervisor from each batch before delivery.

* Cannot be fitted or retrofitted to standard SM245. Different pricing and extended delivery times apply.